




It’s Not Only a Victorian Problem... 
 

ifty tucks instead of one... Now here’s a Victorian problem, right?  Written in 1888, this article by Julia Dorr 
(which you’ll find on page 49) describes the problem of technology vs. leisure.  Improvements in 
technology—in this case, the sewing machine—were “the herald of release from an intolerable bondage.  An 

hour or two was to accomplish the labor of days.  Then would follow abundant leisure—long, quiet hours with 
book or pen; time to think, time to grow, time for one’s long neglected music, or for art...”   
 But did it?  With all of our labor-saving devices, Dorr asks, “Have we any more leisure than we used to 
have?... We all complain of being tired.  High or low, rich or poor, learned or unlearned, we are all in a hurry—all 
trying to crowd ten hours of work, or study, or pleasure into six.”  When machines make it possible to sew fifty 
tucks in the time once spent to sew one, that seems to be exactly what we do—then, and now! 
 I’ve often observed that time-saving devices seem to simply become work-doubling nuisances.  If, thanks to 
some ingenious invention, we can do three times the amount of work in an hour that we could do before—well, 
that’s exactly what we do. We are not satisfied to do the same amount of work we did before, and then devote that 
extra time to something we might call “meaningful” (and I’ve rather come to think that “meaningful” is a word we 
apply to all those things that we think we might like to do, someday, but often never will).  We do not use the 
extra time to paint pictures or write books or compose music, or simply to reflect and meditate, to grow and learn 
and improve ourselves.  We simply work harder. 
 It’s not just my imagination.  In a recent article in the Atlantic titled “Workism is Making Americans 
Miserable,”1 Derek Thompson points out that in the 1930’s, it was predicted that we’d have a 15-hour work-week.  
In 1957, “writer Erik Barnouw predicted that, as work became easier, our identity would be defined by our 
hobbies, or our family life.”  Instead, it seems, work has become almost a new religion, a source of identity—and 
those who work the longest and the hardest are actually those who, economically, no longer need to. “By 2005, 
the richest 10% of married men had the longest average workweek... Today, it is fair to say that elite American 
men have transformed themselves into the world’s premier workaholics, toiling longer hours than both poorer 
men in the US and rich men in similarly rich countries.” 
 I suspect it’s no coincidence that Julia Dorr and Derek Thompson are both writing about Americans.  While 
America prides itself on being a “classless society,” we all know that there is no such thing.  The key difference 
between America and Britain is that in America, class is defined by what we achieve—and in particular, by 
wealth.  Status is a function of success.  Julia Dorr writes that while women may “long for leisure with all its 
golden possibilities... But, in full accord with the spirit of our institutions, they are proud and ambitious—if not 
for themselves, then for their children.”  She has much to say about such ambition, about the Victorian version of 
“keeping up with the Joneses,” but it boils down mostly to status.  Today’s over-achiever is seeking the same 
thing.  A few hours more and I’ll be a bit more successful, a bit higher on the ladder...  
 “Is not this attitude of the worst description... this spending of precious strength and golden hours in doing 
what in the long run does not add one iota to our own happiness, or to that of any other living being, merely 
because somebody regards it as ‘the thing’ to do, or to have it?”   
 I’d love to plead “not guilty” here—but alas, I’m as guilty as any other ambitious American soul.  But as I 
pass what Dorr refers to as “the middle mile-stone” of life, I’m becoming aware that time is no longer infinite.  
Life no longer stretches before me as an endless resource that I can squander without consequence.  There are, 
indeed, books I want to write, and golden possibilities I want to explore.  The temptation of “fifty tucks” does, 
repeatedly, rear its ugly head—if I can create, for example, a handful of pretty Victorian Easter cards, as I did a 
couple of months ago, why not create a few dozen more?  It won’t take that much longer...  
 I’m not surprised to be counseled by a modern writer in a modern magazine that this road leads to... well, if 
not madness, at least not anything particularly good.  But it’s rather amazing to realize that this tendency has been 
with us since Victorian days.  A wise woman writing for Century Magazine pointed out the folly of neglecting 
those golden dreams back in 1888; I hope a wise woman writing for Victorian Times can help pass the word along 
to her modern, and sadly overworked, brothers and sisters!  
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 

                                                      
1 https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/02/religion-workism-making-americans-miserable/583441/ 
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